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Over 650 lively articles draw on the most current biblical scholarship and combine with the New

Revised Standard Version of the Bible to address the interests and real-life concerns of today's

Catholic young people. The Catholic Youth Bible is designed to help adolescents and young adults:

* answer life's important questions * see themselves as a vital part of God's saving work in the world

* make connections to Catholic beliefs and traditions * read the Bible regularly * study the Bible,

pray the Bible, live the Bible! Attractively designed in two colors, The Catholic Youth Bible includes

many engaging, insightful, and inspiring features: * introductions to important biblical people *

background information about the culture and traditions of biblical times * articles that trace the

biblical roots of many Catholic beliefs and practices * articles that share African American, Asian

American, Hispanic and Latino American, and Native American cultural experiences, religious

symbols, prayers, and poetry related to the Bible * articles that help the reader use the Bible for

personal prayer * articles that apply the Bible's messages to relevant situations young people face

now over seventy illustrations throughout the Bible * eight reading plans * four special indexes to

events, people, and teachings; sacrament connections; life and faith issues; and article subjects *

nine full-color maps * two full-color timelines of biblical and historical events * twenty-three full-color

photographs of biblical places and multicultural images of Jesus --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.
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This Bible blew me away when I went hunting for one a few months ago to give to a youth who had



come into my life. I was so impressed, I bought one for myself. This Bible is many things, but the

first thing that I noticed, quite honestly, is that the colors were bright, the print readable, and the

illustrations far less serious and far more engaging than your typical Bible. Without growing to an

unwieldy size, the editors manage to throw in a wealth of study information, written in a modern,

friendly style, that helps make even the dryest or most confusing parts of the Good Book both

understandable and relevant to today's society. That is what makes it perfect for someone, like my

young friend, who is unfamiliar with religion, Christianity, or just plain old Bible study.While this Bible

is NOT one of those "lets put everything in everyday language and use slang terms to make it 'hip'"

Bibles, it is less intimidating than most Bibles and all material is presented in such a manner that

you don't feel "unprepared" if you pick it up cold. Catholics are often less familiar with the Bible than

many Protestant denominations, as we have a wholistic focus that is both valuable and worthwhile,

but it is certainly true that a better relationship and understanding of the Word can only enhance

one's spiritual life and experience as a Catholic--at least I think so for me. If that applies to you as

well this is a wonderful way to get your feet wet in Biblical translation, discussion, interpretation, and

modern relevance.of theOn the other hand: Who won't like this Bible?1 - Those more familiar and

attached to more formal translations such as the King James Version, and who prefer that a Bible

sound old-world "Biblical" (thee, thou, doest unto, etc.
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